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A LONG WAY FROM HOME 

A dial for Glamis Castle now in New Zealand 
 

JOHN DAVIS and ROSALEEN ROBERTSON 

B 
ritish-made sundials turn up all over the 

world, particularly in parts of the old British 

Empire and the Commonwealth. Often, they 

have been specially commissioned from a British 

mathematical instrument maker by an ex-patriot for 

their new location but sometimes they were designed 

for a British latitude and have just been taken as a 

non-functioning keepsake.1 The latter seems to be the 

case for the dial described here – made for Scotland 

but unused there and now a treasured item in New 

Zealand (see Fig. 1). 

Background – Rosaleen Begins 

The story begins when I came across this most 

unlikely ‘find’. A friend and I were chatting, and we 

got around to talking about things we love to do. I 

admitted a passion for sundials, the joy of discovery, 

their story and cataloguing them. It was therefore 

quite a surprise when the friend, let’s call him the 

‘NZ owner’, said “I have one on display sitting on 

the top shelf in my living room. I really like it; and 

think it must be pretty old; I don’t know much about 

it and have often wondered.” A few days later a 

‘snap’ arrived on my phone, piquing my interest. On 

the first visit to owner’s home I realised that this was 

a unique find. As a member of the BSS, I put out an 

enquiry to some British members. Doug Bateman, whom I 

had met when he had visited NZ several years ago, 

responded and introduced John; the to-ing and fro-ing 

between England and New Zealand began. 

Description and Identification 

The earliest low-resolution photos of the dial immediately 

identified it as a large brass northern hemisphere dial of 

very good quality and in excellent condition and with a 

steep gnomon angle. The general style was not that of an 

18th century London mathematical instrument but it did 

look British. As better pictures came in and the inscription 

around the southern edge could be read things became 

clearer (Fig. 2). It said: 

For Latitude of Glammiſs Castle 56° 37′ N 

David Lyon Sculpſit 

“Glammiss Castle”, now known as Glamis Castle, is in 

Angus, Scotland2 and is the ancestral home of the Earls of 

Strathmore and Kinghorne. It is perhaps best-known as the 

childhood home of HM Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 

(Elizabeth Bowes-Lyon) but, for diallists, it is famous for 

the multi-faceted polyhedral stone sundial which 

incorporates four lions each holding a sundial (Fig. 3). This 

sundial has appeared several times in the Bulletin but 

Fig. 1. General view of the dial in New Zealand. This and all 
other photos of the dial are courtesy of Kathryn Nobbs. 

Fig. 2. Inscriptions around the southern edge of the dial. 
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then there is an unusually broad band for the hour lines 

with elaborate half-hour markers and simpler quarter-hour 

fleur-de-lis. The very large Roman numerals are oriented to 

be read from the inside showing that the outward-facing 

fashion had yet to reach Scotland. The total time span of 

III:30 to VIII:30 is somewhat less than the maximum hours 

of daylight at that northerly latitude. 

Inside this, there is a detailed Equation of Time scale of the 

Watch Too Fast/Slow type, in a full circle and again facing 

inward with the months running clockwise. It gives the 

EoT numbered in whole minutes for every day of the year, 

but with the scale divided to 10-second increments, perhaps 

the highest resolution seen for any dial scale of this type. 

The scale is clearly for the old Julian calendar which allows 

us to date the dial to before the 1752 calendar change. A 

sun symbol shows the days when the EoT is zero and, very 

conveniently, it also has the added feature of specifying the 

values of the EoT in minutes and seconds at the four 

maxima/minima. These are: 

Jan 30  14:49 Watch Too Fast 
May 4    4:13 Slow 
July 15    5:46 Fast 
October 25 [16:00] Slow 

These values can be compared with a database6 of 

published tables from the 18th century and it is found that 

they are a good match to a table calculated by the first 

Astronomer Royal John Flamsteed and published by John 

Smart in 1710. The only difference is that Flamsteed gives 

a value of 16m 1s for the October maximum whereas the 

dial has no extra figure, implying a value of 16m 0s: this, 

though, is also the case on many dials by London makers 

which use the Flamsteed/Smart data.7 Thus, we can date the 

dial with reasonable confidence to between 1710 and 1752, 

and most probably near the middle of that period as the 

Flamsteed/Smart table was obsolete by around 1735. 

The gnomon (Fig. 4) is very substantial and has a typical 

pierced design. It is retained by three tenons (another sign 

of quality) which have iron wedges through them. The tip 

perhaps the best descriptions of it are in the articles by 

David Gauld3 and by Dennis Cowan.4 The signature ‘David 

Lyon sculpsit’ is recorded on one other horizontal dial, at 

Lennoxlove, which has also been described by Cowan.5 

The NZ Glamis dial is a 17¼″ (438 mm) across-the-flats 

octagon (Fig. 1) which weighs a substantial 6.56 kg (nearly 

14½ lbs), with a significant variation in thickness across the 

dial plate. From the outside inwards, the dial has a minutes 

ring divided to individual minutes, numbered in 10s, and 

Fig. 3. The Glamis Castle ‘four lions’ polyhedral 
sundial. Photo courtesy of David Gauld (ref. 23). 

Fig. 4. The gnomon. Left, profile, with tip inset. Right, the three tenons and iron wedges underneath.  
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Tannadyce, Seidlaw, and Stradichtie. The accompanying 

crest is blazoned (i.e. described in heraldic language) as 

“within two branches of laurel, a lady to the girdle, vested, 

in dexter the royal thistle, all proper”. This can be seen to 

be a good description of what is actually engraved on the 

dial, as shown in Fig. 5. This crest is highly significant and 

is discussed further below. 

With this identification, it is possible to turn to the main 

arms with its ‘lion rampant, azure’ (the blue colour is 

indicated by the horizontal ‘Petra Sancta’ hatching). The 

standard source is Papworth’s Ordinary9 and here there are 

scores of pages and hundreds of families whose arms 

feature lions but with the specific blazon clearly visible on 

the dial of ‘argent a lion rampant azure, armed and 

langued gules within a double tressure flory counter-flory 

of the second’ we can narrow this down to belonging to the 

Lyon family who provided many of the Earls of 

Strathmore. They are a highly influential family who have 

held power in Scotland since the 14th century which is 

confirmed by the fact that the Court of Lord Lyon (or Lyon 

Court) is the Scottish equivalent of the English College of 

Heralds, responsible for regulating the heraldry for that 

country. Also, it is noticeable how close the Lyon arms are 

to those of Scotland. 

Turning now to the sinister side of the arms, to the east of 

the gnomon (Fig. 6) we find the motto 

VIRTUTE ET LABORE 

(Virtue and Toil) 
of the gnomon has an elegant shape which is reminiscent of 

the profile used by Henry Wynne at the end of the 17th 

century and might in future lead to identification of the 

maker. 

The Coat of Arms 

The dominant feature of the NZ Glamis dial is the 

magnificent coat of arms in the centre. This is so clear and 

comprehensive that it serves as a textbook lesson in 

engraved heraldry. These arms are impaled; on the dexter 

side of the gnomon (left as we look at it) are the arms of 

one family or individual, and on the sinister side of the 

gnomon (right side) there are the arms of another family or 

individual. If the arms are for a married couple, the 

dominant male side is the dexter and his wife is the sinister. 

In this case, both halves are surmounted by identical 

coronets. These have five visible pearls (balls on stalks) and 

four strawberry leaves which identifies them as belonging 

to an earl and his wife the countess. 

It is often easier to identify a coat of arms from the crest 

and/or motto than from the main arms themselves. The 

dexter side of our arms (Fig. 5; to the west of the gnomon) 

has the motto  

IN TE DOMINE SPERAVI 

(On you, God, I have fixed my hope) 

which can be found in Fairbairn’s Crests8 as belonging to 

the Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorn(e), Baron Glamis, 

Fig. 5. Close-up of the dexter side of the arms. 
Notice especially the crest and also the finely-
divided EoT scale.  

Fig. 6. Close-up of the sinister side of the arms. 
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and the crest a horse, passant, argent. Fairbairn identifies 

these as belonging to the Cochran(e) family, the Earls of 

Dundonald. The main arms, argent, a chevron gules 

between three boars heads erased azure, confirms this 

identification. 

Finally, the supporters of the shield are the famous lion and 

the unicorn found on the British coat of arms since 1603 

when James VI of Scotland became James I of England but 

in this case it is the Scottish unicorn which is on the 

dominant dexter side! 

Who Was the Dial Made For? 

Having established the families that were the original 

owners of the dial, and its intended location, it is necessary 

to identify the date and the actual individuals concerned. It 

was fairly easy to find the marriage in July 1725 of Charles 

Lyon, 6th Earl of Strathmore and Kinghorne (Fig. 7), to 

Susan Cochrane, the sixteen-year-old daughter of the 4th 

Earl of Dundonald and his wife, Lady Anne Murray. Susan 

is said to have been “the most beautiful woman of her day 

in Scotland”.10 It seems very likely that the NZ Glamis dial 

was either a wedding present or commissioned by the Earl 

very soon afterwards. The story is a tragic one11 and sheds 

light on the fact that the dial was evidently never installed 

at Glamis,12 despite the great enthusiasm for dialling there 

– see for example the drawing of Fig. 9. Susan Cochrane 

was the second daughter of the 4th Earl but he had died in 

1715 leaving Susan’s sickly brother William as the 5th Earl 

so when he died in the January of 1725 Susan was 

effectively the head of the clan. (Her elder sister had died 

in childbirth the previous year.) This may account for the 

coronet on the sinister side of the dial’s arms as Susan was 

then a countess in her own right, in addition to being the 

wife of an earl. 

After only three years of marriage, in 1728 Charles Lyon 

tried to intervene in a drunken brawl between two of his 

friends and was run through by a sword for his efforts.13 

Thus Susan Cochrane was a widow at the age of about 20. 

Although she was fabulously wealthy she was no longer the 

Countess of Strathmore and so she vacated Glamis Castle, 

moving to Lyon Castle, earlier called Huntly Castle (a 

name to which it has subsequently reverted).14 The sundial, 

with its quartered arms for the 6th Earl and his Countess, 

was no longer appropriate for the new 7th Earl living at 

Glamis and hence was unused. Exactly what happened to it 

in the subsequent period up to the early 20th century 

remains to be discovered. Either it was left in a cupboard at 

Glamis or, perhaps more likely, Susan Cochrane took it 

with her to Lyon Castle. Her life from this point was not a 

particularly happy one and was somewhat scandalous; she 

died in Paris in 1754.15 

How Did the Dial Get to New Zealand? 

Following the advice of Dr Katie Barclay at Adelaide 

University, who has researched the life of Susan Cochrane, 

“To do provenance for goods the best way is to look at the 

most recent owner and see where they got it and then work 

backwards…like anybody’s belongings, though things are 

bought and sold, stolen, and given away, so things end up 

all over the world for all sorts of reasons. It could have been 

a gift to a servant for example. It may also have come over 

much later, so that it was passed down for a few 

generations then came over in the nineteenth century or 

even later.”  

The ‘story’ of how the dial got to New Zealand is not 

particularly clear, but we have two definite leads. The NZ 

owner’s grandmother, an Englishwoman, and his grand-

father, a First World War Kiwi soldier, married in London. 

After the war the couple settled in New Zealand on a farm. 

They were followed a few years later by her parents who 

immigrated along with a young man who had been 

‘adopted’ into their family and is now known only as 

‘Darkie’. True to his nickname, little is known about Darkie 

except that the family think he had been a gardener. In any 

case, here was a strong bond as he was like a son, brother 

and best mate and laboured on the family farm in New 

Zealand for the rest of his life. 

The great-great grandfather, who had been a pianoforte 

maker, didn’t settle well into life in NZ (one of his jobs was 

apple box maker for an orchard) so he returned to the UK 

three times, presumably to satisfy his yearning for the 

‘home country’. It is possible he picked up the Glamis dial 

on one of his trips or that Darkie brought it with him in the 

early 1920s. The family folklore favours the latter. The 

owner recalls as a youth his grandmother used to chuckle 

that clearly Darkie hadn’t realised the dial would not have 

been any good “to tell the time down here”.  

Fig. 7. Portrait of Charles Lyon, 6th Earl of 
Strathmore. Copyright Glamis Castle Collection. 
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Despite no one knowing anything of Darkie’s family or 

circumstances or as to why he would have been inclined to 

bring the Glamis dial with him, the owner wonders if 

maybe Darkie had some meaningful connection with the 

dial to go to the effort to get it to NZ. Of all the family, and 

from childhood, the current owner’s particular fascination 

and fondness of the dial resulted in his inheriting it.  

The quest continues. Unfortunately, all the older-generation 

relatives have passed on, apart from one who is actively 

assisting; other extended family members have also been 

recruited. There is some progress but nothing concrete has 

come to light yet. Darkie’s headstone cannot be found and 

the cemetery records were destroyed by fire but the search 

continues to discover his real name. Further avenues to 

explore include shipping passenger lists, and Scottish 

authorities to learn whether inventory records or wills 

might reveal something of the start of the Glamis dial’s 

journey. There is a long way to go to connect the dots, and 

those involved are far from giving up. 

Who Was David Lyon? 

Although the signature on the NZ Glamis dial is very 

clearly “David Lyon sculpsit” we initially had no clear idea 

who he actually was – Dennis Cowan had drawn a blank.16 

‘Lyon’ is of course the family name of the Earls of 

Strathmore but it seemed unlikely that a member of an 

aristocratic family would be an artisan who had undergone 

a seven-year apprenticeship and, judging by the standard of 

the engraving on the dial, had subsequently gained a 

considerable amount of experience. One other dial, a less 

well-known horizontal at Lennoxlove, has the same 

signature and although it is now heavily patinated it is 

possible to see that it is also octagonal with a similar 

general style though it does not have an Equation of Time 

scale.17 Also, it can be seen (Fig. 8) that it has an intricate 

‘H-form’ half-hour marker not unlike those used by Henry 

Wynne and also found on the NZ Glamis dial. Cowan was 

not able to find any other instruments from this period by 

David Lyon and he is not listed in the usual sources. It is 

likely, then, that we should not interpret ‘sculpsit’ as 

‘made’ or ‘engraved it’ but perhaps as ‘designed it’, with 

the actual engraving being contracted out to a specialist. 

Some clues in identifying David Lyon are given by an entry 

in an 1825 book18 on the parish of Longforgan (a village 

about 15 miles south of Glamis) which says that “In 1694 

there was giv’n out to David Lyon at Castle Lyon for his 

gilding and painting ye clock and Horologes, £65 18s 6d.” 

This is very useful as it both locates Lyon at the castle and 

also associates him with knowledge of clocks and 

“horologes” which must surely refer to sundials. The sum 

of money is considerable and suggests payment for more 

than just oiling the clock and painting a simple vertical 

sundial. The date of 1694 is three decades before the 

assumed date of the Glamis dial but this is just feasible 

within one working lifetime or, as many sons are named 

after their fathers, it could refer to the next generation – 

there are many Davids in the Lyon clan over the centuries. 

 
 
 

Fig. 9. Drawing of Glamis 
Castle by John Elphinstone, 

c.1746 (BL). Pencil on 
paper. Note the two vertical 

dials on the corners of the 
building and the clock in 

the centre. Courtesy of the 
Trustees of the British 

Library, Shelfmark K.top 
Vol. 49, item 23.a.5. 

Fig. 8. Close-up of the half-hour marker on the (left) 
Lennoxlove and (right) NZ Glamis dials (the former photo 
courtesy of Dennis Cowan). 
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A further reference to what is probably the same David 

Lyon is in notes for the Longforgan churchyard which refer 

to “a memorial stone to Appollonia wife of David Lyon of 

Castle Lyon dated 1698”.19 The importance of this is that 

the name Appollonia is very unusual and almost certainly 

derives from Appollonius of Perga, the Ancient Greek 

mathematician and astronomer credited with the theory of 

conic sections which are so central to dialling, especially 

scaphe-type dials. Could it be that our dialmaker had a 

mother or wife who was named to celebrate the origins of 

dialling? 

What was David Lyon’s rôle at Castle Lyon? His name 

appears several times in a diary for the years 1684–9 kept 

by the first Earl of Strathmore, mainly recording financial 

transactions and payment of rents by tenants.20 David is 

sometimes referred to as a “grinter” which seems to be the 

local name for an official at a granary. Interestingly, this 

same source includes (page 44) the sentence “Ther is in the 

gardin a fine dyal erected and howsoon the walk and green 

plots are layed there will be statu’s put into it, and there is a 

designe for a fountain in the Bouling green” which can only 

refer to the ‘four-lions’ dial at Glamis. The date of the diary 

is again rather early for our dial but a later source also 

refers to Lyon as a grinter and says that “David Lyon, 

factor of Castle Lyon, was required in 1695 to take in hand 

the harvest at Dronlaw”.21 Well after the date of the dial, in 

1746, we have “By Cash paid David Lyon, prisoner in the 

Canongate, from the 27 May to the 21 July inclusive, on 

Mr. Home, solicitor’s order, and Lyon’s receipt in terms of 

said order, ... 18s 4d”.22 This is surely evidence of several 

generations of David Lyons so it seems likely that there 

was continuing enthusiasm from the Earls of Strathmore for 

sundials as is demonstrated by the 1746 drawing in Fig. 9, 

which shows two vertical dials, no longer extant. 

As an aside, it is noted that the ‘four-lions’ dial at Glamis 

has a rudimentary Equation of Time table (one value, in 

whole minutes, per week) engraved in four sections around 

the stone base.23 It is not at all certain that this is 

contemporary with the actual dial, usually dated 1670–80, 

as it could easily have been added later and the date is 

significantly earlier than John Flamsteed’s earliest 

publications. Not all the values can now be read but those 

that can do not match exactly with any known table. Could 

a mathematically-astute grinter at Lyon Castle be 

responsible for them? 

The Strathmore Crest and the Lennoxlove Lady 

The statue of a lady bearing a polyhedral sundial on her 

head, now at Lennoxlove near Haddington (Fig. 10), vies 

with the ‘four lions’ one at Glamis Castle as the most 

famous sundial in Scotland. According to Dennis Cowan, 

quoting Andrew Somerville and Andrew Ross, the 

Lennoxlove dial was made in 1679 and the stonework is 

said to be by the mason James Gifford.24 It is said to have 

previously been at North Barr in Renfrewshire, an estate 

occupied by the Stewarts of Barscube from about 1490 to 

1673 but then sold to the wealthy Glasgow merchant 

Donald MacGilchrist who built the old Barr House in 

1676.25 Alastair Hunter has written an article trying to find 

the identity of the lady with long coils of hair who acts as 

the supporter for the Lennoxlove dial.26 He came to the 

conclusion that it was not made by James Gifford and that 

the Lady was a representation of Frances Teresa Stuart, 

Duchess of Richmond and Lennox (1647–1702). A wax 

effigy of her in coronation robes shows her holding a rose 

in her right hand, as does the stone Lady at Lennoxlove. 

Whilst this may all be true, the Strathmore crest on the NZ 

Glamis dial points to an earlier representation on which the 

effigy, and the sundial supporter, may have been based. 

The Strathmore crest, blazoned above, is the same as the 

Lennoxlove Lady with the exception that she is holding a 

‘royal thistle’ instead of a rose – visually, the two charges 

are very similar. Fairbairn27 says that this is “in allusion to 

the alliance of Sir John Lyon, Lord of Glamis (d. 1383) 

with Jean [or Johanna] daughter of King Robert II of 

Scotland, whose second marriage was to Sir John.” This 

would predate the sundial by over two centuries. An 

alternative origin for the crest is given by Andrew Ross 

who refers to “the Workman ms., temp. Jac. VI., a naked 

woman from the middle with hair dishevelled, within a 

wreath of laurel proper, a grim allusion doubtless to the 

unmerited fate of Jonet, Lady Glamis”.28 Jonet (or Janet) 

Fig. 10. The Lennoxlove dial on the head of a 
lady. Photo courtesy of Alastair Hunter (ref. 26). 
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Douglas was burnt at the stake for witchcraft in 1537 by 

order of James V. Ross also gives later versions, “the 

Esplin ms., circa 1636, a lady from the waist holding a 

thistle in her hand encircled with a garland of bay leaves; in 

the Carse ms., already alluded to in this volume […], a lady 

above the waist circled about with a garland of bay leaves, 

and holding in her right hand a thistle, the badge of 

Scotland.” The manuscripts to which Ross refers all predate 

Frances Stuart’s death and so she may have been 

consciously adopting the pose as an earlier lady, if not of a 

daughter of the king of Scotland. 

Final Thoughts 

Thus, a chance find in New Zealand has thrown light on 

several aspects of Scottish dialling in the 17th and 18th 

centuries. The future of the NZ Glamis dial is currently 

unclear but it is a much-treasured possession and so it will 

probably remain where it is in the ‘Shaky Isles’. Even 

though it was formerly securely clipped onto the top shelf 

in the NZ owner’s living room it, has not been returned to 

that precarious position for a number of good reasons – risk 

of harm to people, itself or other property as it is a 14 kg, 

unique, high quality-crafted, 300-year-old antiquity in 

earthquake-prone New Zealand.  
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